Floor One

1. A Slumber Did My Spirit Seal by Yuan Jiang
2. string of beads by Hannah Bashkow
3. Pine by Jacqueline Qiu
4. Landscape by Joshua Koolik
5. Archival Residues by Choe Gardner
6. Cave di Cusa at Dusk by Arden Shostak
7. Three Votive Vessels by Arden Shostak
8. Straw Flowers by Jacqueline Qiu
9. Iconography in Sculpture & Advertising by Daniel Cody
10. Tesserae by Laura Romig
11. Untitled by Laurel Bestock
12. In the Garden by Jacqueline Qiu
13. Medusa’s Story by Anne Wang
14. Patterns Reimagined by Emily Atanasoff
15. Antathyra Shipwreck by Joe McKendry
16. Untitled by Sofia Berger
17. Mapping the Hellenistic by John Lin
18. For Cavalry by Itzhak Fant
19. Sculpture Otherwise by Kasia Rozanberg
20. Set of Instruments by Peter Yeadon
21. Vessel by Peter Yeadon
22. Postwar Sandbox PTSD Therapy by Julius Cavira
23. naturally by Jiayin Lu
24. Death of the American Mall by Laurel Bestock
25. Olympians by Itzhak Fant
26. Pudica by Cecile Besby
27. A Collection: Magic Futures, Broken Past; Broken Futures, Magic Past by Jon Laustsen
28. Encountering Art Together by Rachel Lee
29. Imagination by Anne Wang
30. Ostia by Tomas Mento
31. Smoke Break by David Pinto

Floor Two

32. Peace Relic #66 by Mason Hunt
33. Figurine #1 by Florian Okwu
34. The Humanity Questions by Yichu Wang
35. Fossils by Quinn Erickson
36. Rake by Catharina Dobal
37. Untitled (Greebled Urn) by Scott Lerner
38. Untitled (Greebled Cup) by Scott Lerner
39. Untitled (Greebled Candlestick) by Scott Lerner
40. Δίαυλος by Giuseppe Presti
41. 6:30 by Danyang Song

Floor Three

42. nest by Nicholas Roblee-Strauss
43. Polychromatic AHistory by Jack Tufts